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Answer all questions. lndex No:

1'1' write three precautions that have to be taken when handling an autoclave.

{06 marks}

(

1.2. Write two uses of an autoclave for a laboratory. (08 marks)

,( \/

1.3. Name three documents that should be kepumaintained when using an
autoclave in a.laboratory.

{0# marks)
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'f .4.Write short notes on the following.

1.4.1. Standard curve
{'tS marks)

((

1.4.2. Anatytical grade chemicals
{15 marks}

t' (



1.4.3. Beer'-Lambert law
(15 marks)

(

f '5" Compare and contrast the Anaryticar Barance and the Erectricar Barance.

(20 marks)
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1.6.

1.6.1. ldentify the symbots A and B given below.
A

{86 marks)

B

(
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f '6'2' Name trruo substances/ chemicars that you can find
each of the syrrnbois inclicated abo,re ( 1 .6.1 )

Symbol A
Symbo,t B

1'7' rndicate one function for each of the forowing instrument i raboratory item.

1.7.1. Desiccator {05 mark:s)

(t

1.7.2. Crucible

1.7.3. Conical flask

'n.7.4. Fume cupboartl

1.7.5. Cuvette(t

?' You have been appointed as the laboratory manager to the pathology laboratoryin a Base Hospital' Basic investigations in ciinical Siochemistry, Haematology andMicrobiorogy are routinery performed ii-r ihe above laboratory.

2.'t. Name the thr*e. phases of the tctal testing process.
a)

b)

{6 rnarks}

c)



2'2. List three common causes of errors in each of the prrases mentioned in ?..!.
{'!8 rrrer!;s}

a)

b)

2'3' state two actionS )'ou should take in order to minimize the e*ors in the threephases mentioned in 2.1.
(12 marks)

a)...

(

(

c)
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2.7 -Yau plan to obtain accred;tation for the aborre raboratcr.y.

2.7 "t- what is meant by the accrecitation of a medlcar raboratory? fi0 marks)

2'4' Narne the categories of waste generated from the above r

2-5- List four steps of the hearth waste managernent procedure. pg marks)

2'6' write three universar precautions to be i.,ised when handling rvaste. (86 marks)
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2.7 "2" lvrite the essentiar conip*nents of an internar quarity contror (roc)
P!'ogramme. pg marks)

(

2-7.3- Name two methods used for externar quarity assessrnent (EeA).

{A4 marks)

2.7.4- List tive benefits of external quality assessment. ftA marks)

(
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2.7.5. Describe how you would apply the principles of
perforrning laboratory. investigations.
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